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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, , Y = 1, 2 ,..., k be separable Hilbert spaces and H their tensor 
product. In each space H, , let T, : G(T,) C H, + H, be a self-adjoint 
operator and let V,, : H, + H, , s = 1, 2,..., k be a collection of Hermitian 
operators. We shall assume that each operator T, has compact resolvent and 
that 0 is in the resolvent set of each T, . Further, we require that 
deVTsfy ,fJr > 0 
for all f7 # 0, fr E H, . Here, (,), denotes the inner product in H,. . 
We are interested in the system of simultaneous equations 
(1.1) 
Trfr + i Wwf,. = 0, 
S=l 
r = 1, 2 I..., k, (1.2) 
where h 1 , h a ,..., h, are complex parameters. A k-tuple (h, ,..., X,) of complex 
numbers and a vector f = fi @ ... @fk will be called, respectively, an 
eigenvalue and an eigenvector for the problem (1.2) if h, ,..., h, , fi ,..., fk 
satisfy the Eqs. (1.2). We shall show that the eigenvectors are “complete 
and orthogonal in H” in a sense to be specified. 
We note here that eigenvalues consist of real k-tuples. 
THEOREM I. Let h = (A, , A, ,... , A,) be an eigenvalue of the problem (1.2). 
Then each A, is real, 1 < r < k. 
If f = fi @ ... @ fk is an eigenvector corresponding to h, we have 
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and since T,. is self-adjoint and each I,., Hermitian, 
It now follows from the definiteness condition (1 .l) that & = A, , 
s = 1, 2,..., k, thus proving the result. 
We shall develop a general theory similar to that of Atkinson [l], 
and then apply it to the problem in hand. Finally, we consider a multi- 
parameter eigenvalue problem associated with systems of second-order linear 
differential equations. 
2. SEQUENCES OF SPACES WITH SPECIAL ELEMENTS 
Let X be a complex linear space and X,, , n = 1, 2,... a sequence of such 
spaces, and in each, subsets 
X’CX, xz’ c XI 9 n = 1, 2,... . 
The elements of the sets X’, X,’ will be called “special” elements. We assume: 
X is infinite dimensional, each X* is fin,ite dimensional and 
dimX,+coasnAco; (2.1) 
The subsets X’, X,’ are closed under scalar multiplication; (2.2) 
The elements of X,’ generate X,, . (2.3) 
We also have a notion of “convergence” for special elements. We postulate 
that there is a collection of sequences x,, E X,‘, where n may run through any 
infinite sequence of natural numbers, together with associated “limits” 
x E X’ for which we say “x,, converges to 9’. We demand: 
Any infinite subsequence of a convergent sequence converges, 
and to the same limit; 
If x, + x and 01, is a sequence of complex scalars converging 
to 01, then ‘Y,,x, + OZ. 
(2.4) 
cw 
3. HERMITIAN FORMS 
In each space X,, , n = 1,2,... we suppose there to be defined a Hermitian 
form +rn)(., .) with values in (K + 1)-d imensional space. Actually each form 
will consist of (k + 1) scalar-valued sesquilinear forms 
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In the space X we suppose there to be defined a Hermitian form $( f, g) 
wheref, g run through a dense subset of X. Again, + takes values in (K + l)- 
dimensional unitary space and will consist of (K + 1) scalar-valued sesqui- 
linear forms 
These forms must satisfy: 
Each +I;“’ is positive definite; 
$,,( f, g) can be defined for all f, g E X and is positive definite on 
X’; 
If x,, + x, yn -+ y and the domains of these sequences intersect 
in an infinite n-sequence, then on this intersection 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
The first components $t’, & can be used in the usual way to define normal- 
ized elements. 
4. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 
We define a nonzero element u E X,, to be an eigenvector of +tn) if the 
range of values of ~$(~)(x, f4) as x varies in X, is one-dimensional. This range 
will include the nonzero real (k + 1) tuple +(“)(u, U) and so will be generated 
by it. We may term this generating element the eigenvalue or, equally, any 
positive multiple of it. We shall call a normalized eigenvalue one for which the 
first component is 1. 
With each eigenvalue we can associate an eigensubspace of eigenvectors. 
Eigenvectors associated with distinct normalized eigenvalues will be ortho- 
gonal in the sense that $tn)(u, v) = 0. For if u, v are such eigenvectors, 
+cn)(x, u), +tn)(x, v) generate distinct one-dimensional spaces. However, the 
latter generates the same space as $@)(v, x) by the Hermitian nature of C$(~) 
and the reality of eigenvalues. Hence $cn)(u, v) lies in both spaces and so is 
zero. 
We can similarly define an eigenvalue and eigenvector for 4 and show that 
eigenvectors associated with distinct normalized eigenvalues are orthogonal 
with respect to 4 and so, in particular, with respect to +,, . 
We assume that the spaces X, satisfy certain completeness properties 
with respect to eigenvectors: 
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For each +i71) on S, , there is a set of special elements 
hzl , us2 )... which are eigenvectors of $“l), which are 
orthogonal with respect to 4(n) and which are normalized 
in the sense that (4.1) 
&+GIr > %,) = 1, r=lT , -,...; 
The Parseval equality 
&Yhn ,.LJ = C / &‘(fn , hX 
m 
holds for any fn E X, . 
(4.2) 
We note that if A?‘, A$‘,... are the eigenvalues of c#(~) corresponding to 
%l I un, f.'., then the collection A:’ enumerates all eigenvalues of $fn) repeated 
according to multiplicity. To see this suppose, first, that there exists an 
eigenvalue X distinct from all the AZ’ and let fn # 0 be an eigenvector for A. 
Then we see that 4p’( fn , fn) = 0 w IC 1s a contradiction. Second, suppose h’ h . 
(without loss of generality) that Xr) = hhn’ = ... = A:) so that u,~ ,..., nns 
correspond to the same eigenvalue. Let ftl be any other vector in the eigen- 
subspace corresponding to this eigenvalue. Then eitherf, is +t;“’ orthogonal to 
each u,, , Y = 1, 2 ,..., s, or there is a linear combination of fn , u.,,~ ,..., u,?, 
which is 4p’ orthogonal to unr , r = 1, 2,..., s. Then for fn (or this linear 
combination) we have +r’( fn , f,J = 0 showing that u,~ ,..., u,, is a basis for 
the eigensubspace. 
5. COMPACTNESS HYPOTHESES 
We suppose the following two conditions to be satisfied: 
If for some infinite n-sequence we have a sequence of normal- 
ized eigenvalues of $ fn) which tends to a finite limit A, then 
any associated sequence of normalized special eigenvectors (5-l) 
contains a subsequence convergent to a normalized special 
eigenvector of + having A as its eigenvalue. 
We term an eigenvalue of + a “special” eigenvalue if there exists a special 
eigenvector corresponding to it. 
If a sequence of special eigenvalues of 4 tends to a finite limit, 
then the sequence of normalized special eigenvectors 
contains a convergent subsequence, with respect to the 
norm given by +0 . 
(5.2) 
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Note that this last hypothesis implies that the special eigenvalues of C$ (taken 
without regard to multiplicity) have no finite limit point. For if there was a 
sequence of eiegenvalues of C# with a finite limit point we would have a 
sequence of +,-orthogonal normalized eigenvectors with a convergent sub- 
sequence. This would lead to a contradiction of the definiteness hypothesis 
(3.2). 
6. CONVERGENCE OF EICENVALUES AND EICENVECTORS 
We suppose all eigenvalues to be normalized so as to have first component 1. 
Those for $cn) we denote by 
A$’ = (1, A$; )..., A;;), m = 1, 2,... . (6.1) 
We further suppose that multiple eigenvalues are repeated according to 
multiplicity and are arranged in increasing order of magnitude, so that, for 
example, 
is a nondecreasing sequence in m for each fixed value of 12. 
We now consider the behaviour of the m-th eigenvalue in (6.1) as n - co. 
This eigenvalue will exist for sufficiently large n since we assume 
dim X, + CC (2.1) and also in view of the completeness hypothesis (4.2). If 
we extend the notion of convergence to include convergence to CO, we can 
say that every infinite n-sequence of m-th eigenvalues will contain a con- 
vergent subsequence. We can thus select an n-sequence such that all the 
m-th eigenvalues converge either to a finite limit or to co. 
Since the eigenvalues are arranged in an increasing order of magnitude, 
it follows that the m-th eigenvalue tends to a finite limit for all m, or else 
this is true for all m up to some point only and false thereafter. 
With regard to the eigenvectors, it follows from our assumption (5.1) 
that if the m-th eigenvalue tends to a finite limit, then from any infinite 
n-sequence we can extract a subsequence such that the corresponding 
normalized eigenvectors converge to an eigenvector of C$ having the limit of 
the m-th eigenvalue sequence as its eigenvalue. Again we can find an infinite 
n-sequence such that the normalized eigenvectors converge for all m such 
that the m-th eigenvalue converges to a finite limit. 
In summary, we can find an n-sequence such that for all m the m-th 
eigenvalue converges either to a finite “limiting eigenvalue” or to 03 and such 
that the normalized eigenvectors converge to a “limiting eigenvector” for 
those m such that the m-th eigenvalue converges to a finite limit. For sim- 
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plicity, and to avoid the necessity of working with subsequences, we assume 
that the original sequence of forms ~$1~~) on the spaces /Yn has this property. 
We note that in any finite (A, , A, ,..., hJ region, the number of eigenvalues 
of $tn), taken with regard to multiplicity, is uniformly bounded. For if the 
contrary were the case we would obtain in the closure of this region, an 
infinite number of limiting special eigenvalues taken with regard to multi- 
plicity, with associated &-orthonormal eigenvectors. This and (5.2) give a 
contradiction with the definiteness hypothesis (3.2). 
7. LIMITING COMPLETENESS 
With the framework of the previous sections at our disposal, we are now 
prepared to discuss a limiting Parseval equality. 
THEOREM 2. Let f E X’ be such that 
(i) there exists fiL E X,’ with fn -+ f, 
(ii) for each n, there is a set g,, ,..., g,, E X,, such that 
fp)( f 24) = fp(g s n> 0 24) ns> ) s = 1) 2 ,..., K, 
for all u E X, , 
(iii) the set {$r)(gnS , g,J 1 s = 1, 2 ,..., k, n = 1, 2 ,... } is bounded. 
Then for the set of $,-orthogonal limiting special eigenvectors of $, u, , 
m = 1, 2,..., we have 
Let us first suppose all eigenvectors are normalized (i.e., with respect to 
4b”’ or +. as the case may be). For the sequence fn we have 
This is, in effect, the assumption (4.2) and in this equality we wish to make 
n+ 03. If we select a finite (A, ,..., A,) region D and divide the sum in (7.1) 
into two parts corresponding to eigenvalues which lie inside and outside D, 
it is clear that we may make the transition to the limit in the first part since it 
contains only a finite number of terms. (Recall that in D, the number of 
eigenvalues of C$(~) belonging to D is uniformly bounded in n. Further, D 
being bounded, these eigenvalues cannot tend to co and so must converge to 
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finite limiting eigenvalues, while the corresponding eigenvectors will converge 
to limiting eigenvectors of 4). Thus we must show that if D is large enough 
the conrtibution to (7.1) arising from eigenvalues outside D can be made 
arbitrarily small. Let D be the region max(I A, 1 ,..., j A, 1) < 111 for some 
M > 0. Since unrn is an eigenvector for 4(n) with eigenvalue A:), we have 
For an eigenvalue h,‘n’ nl outside D, we have 1 A:: 1 > Ikl for at least one s. 
For this s 
Thus the contribution to the right of (7.1) from eigenvalues outside D does 
not exceed 
and thus, by the Parseval equality, does not exceed 
Now by hypothesis (iii) of the theorem, this can be made arbitrarily small by 
large choice of M. This completes the proof. 
8. THE MULTIPARAMETER EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
We return now to the problem introduced in Section 1. For each self- 
adjoint operator T, we arrange its eigenvalues in increasing order of magni- 
tude 
I t,+ I < I ktr I ,< .‘., r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Let E,. denote the resolution of the identity for T, and put 
P,z, = &&‘I u **a u &‘>>, 
Kw = P,wH, > r = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
and 
X,=&H,,, n = 1, 2,... 
r=l 
X=H=&. 
r=l 
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Then each S,, is finite dimensional, S is infinite dimensional and dim X,i;, - cc 
as IZ ---f ~1. The “special” elements shall be decomposable tensors. A sequence 
of decomposable tensors will be held to converge if, in a suitable product 
representation, the sequences of factors converge. Thus so far, we have 
satisfied the asioms of Section 2. 
%Te define the Hermitian form 4 on X as follows. Let 
h=h,@...(gh,, h’ = h,’ C@ ... (21 11~’ 
with each h, , h,.’ E g(T,.). Then we define 4 = (40 ,..., dA) by 
go or&h, h’) = det (T,hyq hl’) (T;,h~, h,‘) a.. (&h:, h,‘) 
. . . 
(Tkhk , hk’) (V,,h, , h,‘) ..* ( Vkkh, , h,‘) 
for arbitrary a0 ,..., a,5 . We can then extend this definition to the linear span 
of such vectors h and h’ by linearity. Note that & can be extended to all of 
H x H by continuity and is positive definite on X’ by virtue of (1 .l). If, 
in the above definition, we demand that h, , 12,’ E H,, and replace Trr,h, by 
P,,V,.&. , then we may use it to define the form+‘“’ on X,, . $tn) is defined on 
all of X, j< X, since T,. restricted to the space HTLV is continuous. Further, 
$(n) is positive definite on decomposable tensors and so by [l, Theorem 7.8.21 
is’positive definite on X,i . Thus we have satisfied hypotheses (3.1), (3.2). It 
is easily seen that (3.3) also holds. 
We now investigate the relation between eigenvectors and eigenvalues of $ 
with those of the problem (1.2). The necessary information is contained in 
THEOREM 3. If h =z h, @ ... @ h, is an eigenzlector of the problem (1.2) 
(respectively, 4) with eigenzjalue (A, ,..., A,) (respectively, (1, h, ,..., A,)), then it 
is an eigenz!ector of $ (respective@, (1.2)) with eigenvalue (1, hi ,..., h,) (res- 
pectioely, (A, , A, ,..., A,)). 
Suppose h is an eigenvector of (1.2) with eigenvalue (h, , X, ,..., hr,); that is 
to say, we suppose 
T,h, + i h,V,,h, = 0, Y = 1) 2 ,..., k. 
3=1 
Then if 1 < s < k, and h,’ Ed, r = 1, 2 ,..., k, we have 
(- l)“&(h, @ ... @I h, , h,’ @I ..a QI hk’) 
(T,h, , h,‘) (F’nh,, A,‘) ... (v&h,, h,‘)” a** (~‘A, h’) 
. . . 
(T,& , h,‘) ( Vklhk , h,‘) .-. ( rkFhl( , h,‘)” -.. ( Lrksh, , h,‘) ’ 
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where the hat (A) indicates that that particular column is omitted. This 
quantity equals 
( 
- g1 ) (L~711h,, A,‘) -.a (Vl,hl 1 hl’)” **- (V&l, hl’) ~,~:shl I hl’ 
. . . 
(- 2 ~,~kk,, hi) (Vk,h, , hk’) ..* (~?A%, h,‘)” -** (Vk,h, , hk’) 
s=l 
(~'ll'hl , Al') (T/,14 I A,') ... (VlShl ? hl'Y -'- (Vlkhl , 4') 
=--- 4 
. . . 
( ffk,h, , hk') ( ~klh, , h,') * *. ( ~ksh, 3 h,')" . *. ( I/',,h, , h,') 
= -A,( - ,>,-I &(A, h’), 
showing that 
+(h, h’) = Al(h, h’)(L 4 ,a*-, b). 
Thus h is an eigenvector for 4 with eigenvalue (1, A1 ,..., A,). 
Conversely, suppose h is an eigenvector for rJ with eigenvalue (1, A, ,..., A,). 
Then for h’ = h,’ @ .e. @ hk’ with h,’ Ed, r = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
#4 4 = ~o(k h’)(l, Xl ,--a, b)r 
so that 
(A, + A, + ... + hk) c&(h, h’) - $,(h, h’) - ... - $,(h, h’) = 0. 
Thus the matrix 
A = A;r:h,: zrp (Vllil, h,‘) 
[ 
. . . 
*-* (,,,: h,‘) 
. . . 
(T&k , h,‘) (~,&, , hk() ..* (Vkkh, , h,‘) I 
has zero determinant. The co-factors of the elements in the first row are 
h(h, h’), h$,(h, h’),..., ~~~& h’), and so 
i: I* 
h(h, h’) o = AGA(h, h’) h&h> h’) 
This shows that 
Mh, h’) (WG + i V’dh, > h,‘) = 0, r = 1, 2 ).,., R. 
84 
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Thus for a fixed value of r, we have 
T,h, + f A,<l,‘,,h,. , h,’ = 0 
r-1 
provided there exists h,‘,..., hi-, , hi,, ,... h,’ with 
In particular, we see that putting h,’ = h, , P = 1, 2,..., k gives 
T,h, + i W,&, , h, = 0. 
S=l 1 
Now let w’ E a( T,) and put 
hi’ = hi , i # r, h,’ = w’ + ah,, 
where Q is chosen so that #o(h, @ .*- @ h, , h,’ @ *-- @ hL’) # 0. Then 
(. ‘T,h, + i h,VJz, , w’ + cih, = 0 s=l 1 
and thus 
( 
T,h, + i h,Vrsh, , w’ = 0. 
3=1 ) 
Since w’ E 9(T,) is arbitrary we have 
T$, + 2 V’,,h, = 0. 
s=1 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
A similar argument shows that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of +(n) 
correspond to those of the problem (1.2) relative to the space X, , i.e., to the 
problem 
Tl.f, + 2 U’d’,,f~ = 0, T = 1,2 ,..., k, f,.eH,,. 
S4 
The fact that the forms $fn) on X, satisfy the completeness hypotheses (4.1) 
and (4.2) has been covered in Chapter 7 of [l]. The results given there are in 
terms of Hermitian matrices but may equally well be stated in terms of 
Hermitian forms as noted in the introduction to that chapter. 
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We now show that the compactness hypotheses are satisfied. Suppose we 
have a sequence h(n) of eigenvalues of $cn) with Xfn) + X, and suppose further 
that h(n) = hr) @ ... @ hp) is a corresponding sequence of normalized 
decomposable eigenvectors. Then 
T,.hF’ + ; h~‘P,,V,.Jzhll”’ = 0, Y = 1, 2 ,..., K, 
s=l 
(hp’, h?‘), = I and hp’ = P,,J$“. 
Thus 
h:’ + i h~‘T;lP,&,h~’ = 0, Y = l,..., k. 
s=1 
Now the sequences T;lP,,Vr’,,hp), n = 1,2,... will be compact, since T;’ is 
a compact operator, and so we may select an n sequence such that they all 
converge. Then, through this sequence, we see that the hy’ also converge 
and to nonzero limits h, , say. Further, 
h, + i AsT;lVr&r = 0, Y = 1, 2,..., K 
S=l 
and so 
T,4 + i W& = 0, Y = 1, 2 )...) k. 
84 
This shows that compactness hypothesis (5.1) holds. A similar argument can 
be used to establish (5.2). 
We are now in a position to state our major result. 
THEOREM 4. With respect to the problem (1.2) there is a set of decomposable 
eigenvectors 
II rn=h,~O~~~Oh,,z~, m = 1, 2,... 
with, for real k-tuples (AmI ,..., hmk), 
TAw + i LsVn4m = 0, 
C?=l 
r = 1, 2,..., k 
which are orthonormal in the sense 
det(V,&, , h,,,) = h,,,,,, . 
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Here the eigenvalues are repeated according to multiplicity. For each 
r,., : H, + H, , let r7,t, denote the linear map of H into H defined for decom- 
posable tensors bq 
and extended to H by linearity and continuity. For each T, : 9( T,) C H, - H, , 
let T,+ denote the linear map of H into H defined on decomposable tensors 
f = fi @ ... @fk with f,. E@T,) by 
and extended by linearity. Let f == fi &J ... @ fk be such that each f,. Ed 
and such that there exist g, ,..., g, E H satisfying the equations 
T,+f + i K&s = 0, 
S=l 
r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Then there holds the Parseval equality 
For the collection u, we take limiting special eigenvectors. Our previous 
theory shows that they have the desired orthogonality properties. 
We next note that if we put f” = Pnl fi @ ... @ P,,,. fk , then f n E X, and 
fn-+f as n + co. Now for each n, we form the solutions g,, ,..., g,, E X, of 
the equations 
T,+f” + f Pn,Cgn, = 0, r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
S=l 
That these equations are uniquely soluble is discussed in Chapter 6 of [l]. 
It is convenient to introduce further notation. We define the linear maps 
A 0 ,..., A, of X into X by requiring for arbitrary OL,, ..., 01~ that 
Expanding this determinant formally we obtain the definition of A,, ,..., A, 
for decomposable tensors h = h, @ ... @ h, with each h, Ed. We then 
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extend the definition by linearity. Again referring to Chapter 6 of [II-in 
particular, Section 6.4,-we see that 
Pn4.f” = PJ,,o,~, 4f = 4,g,, 
where P,, = P,, (a ... @ Pnk . Note also that for h, h’ E X, , 
&‘(h, h’) = (F’,A,&, h’), s = 0, I,..., k 
and so, putting h = f”, 
c#P(,fn h’) = (P A f n h’) s , n .$ 3 
= (PAgns 7 4 
= &‘(&s > 0 
Thus, to be able to apply Theorem 2, it remains to show that the set 
I#;“‘kn.s 7 gns) I s = 1, L.! k, n = 1, 2 ,... } is bounded. Now 
&‘(gm , gns) = (P&n, , gns) 
= (PnA.3, gns)- 
Further, we have 
and so, using the fact that P, commutes with T,+, 
P,Trif ’ + i P, V&g, = 0. 
S=l 
Once more appealing to the analysis of Sections 6.4 of [l], we have 
Thus, 
PAf n = Pn4g.s. 
By the Schwartz inequality for the form (d, ., .), it follows that 
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Thus +b”‘(gIzT ,g,,,) 5; (d,,gg, ,gs), and so the conditions of Theorem 2 are 
satisfied. The conclusion of that theorem is, in effect, our desired result. 
COROLLARY. Every eigenvalue of the problem (1.2) is a limiting eigenvalue. 
Suppose h = (h, ,..., hB) is an eigenvalue of (1.2) which is not a limiting 
eigenvalue and let h = h, @ ... 0 h, b e a corresponding eigenvector. Then h 
is not in the collection II, , m = I, 2 ,... . Further, it is easily checked that Ir 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem and so 
since all the u, will be &,-orthogonal to h. This contradicts the definiteness 
condition (1.1). 
9. SYSTEMS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In [2], Faierman has considered the finite system of ordinary, second-order, 
linear, self-adjoint differential equations in the k parameters h, ,..., hk: 
and 
0 <XT < 1, r = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
ars(x,) E CIO, l] and real valued, r, s = I,..., k, 
qr(xr) E C[O, l] and real valued, r = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
detM~,)~~,s=l > 0 for R = (x1 ,..., +) EP 
-the Cartesian product of the k intervals 0 < xr < 1, r = l,..., k. An eigen- 
value problem is then formulated by asking for a solution h, ,..., hk and 
fi ,..., fk satisfying boundary conditions 
rm cos % - gyl sin 0~~ = 0, 0 < c$. < T, 
(9.1) 
YT( 1) cm Br -z(l)sinfi,=O, O<p,<n, r= l,..., k. 
Faierman’s main result then states that under certain differentiability condi- 
tions on the functions aTS, qr the eigenfunctions of this problem form a 
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complete orthonormal set with respect to the weight function det urs(x,) in 
L2(1,) (see Theorem 6.1). It is apparent that our theory applies to this parti- 
cular situation and in fact we will be able to prove Faierman’s result without 
the differentiability conditions. Actually, we require that each u,.~ E C[O, l] 
and qr EP(O, I). 
Let Wr=H,=... = Hk = L2(0, 1) (Lebesgue measure) and let 
T, : 9(T,) C H, - H, be the Sturm-Liouville operator 
T,,. = & - qs4 
I 
with domain {y&v,) l Ls(0, 1) 1 (9.1) hold}. Then each T, is self-adjoint 
with compact resolvent. It is no loss of generality to assume that 0 is in the 
resolvent set of each T, . This will be shown later. 
For the operator V,, : H, + H, we take 
Then since urs is real valued and bounded, VrI,, is a Hermitian operator on H, - 
Further, if y,. # 0, r = l,..., k, 
det( v,,y, , YJ, = det 1 J“ 44 Y&~Y&) k( 
0 
= c E, jl %&1) I Y1(“1)12 4 *** s ’ %&d%) 1 Y&d /* d& 
=; jc 
0 
1 1 
. . . 
%%dxl) -** %o(k)(Xk) ir I Yr(W dx1 a-. dx, 
0 00 t-1 
and so the definiteness condition (1.1) is satisfied. 
Letf(xr ,..., xk) = fl(xl) . ..fk(xk) wheref,. E g(T,.). Since {a,,(~,.)} is a non- 
singular matrix, let us define g,(xr ,..., xii) ,..., g,(x, , . . . . x~) by 
1 1 ,...I Xk) i”‘“: 1 gk(xl iv %k) = -MOW 
Then each g, E L2(1,) and 
Tr+f + f V&s = 0, r = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
s=1 
409/38/3-3 
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Thus from Theorem 4 we see that, if n”, lyr(~~,. , A,,,) is the eigenfunction 
corresponding to eigenvalue A,,, , then 
Note that we have assumed the eigenfunctions to be suitably normalized. 
Now the collection of such vectorsfis dense in L”(I,) and so the completeness 
of the eigenfunctions follows immediately with the above Parseval equality 
holding for arbitrary f E L*(I,). 
Finally, we show that there is no loss of generality in assuming that 0 is in 
the resolvent set of each T,. . Since det{a,.,(x,)] > 0, we can find p1 ,..., CL,; 
such that 
iI I*44 > 0, 0 < Y < 1, \‘I 1 r = 1 ,...) k. 
Then if we change the h-origin by writing As = &’ ~ a~,? , the effect on the 
original problem is to replace As by A,’ and qr by 
W’e can take oi > 0 so as to make qr+(xr) arbitrarily large and positive, so that 
the problems 
Sl + qrf(xr) yr(xr) + pryr(x,) = 0 
r 
together with the boundary conditions (9.1) do not have pr = 0 as an eigen- 
value. 
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